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CRIMINAL ENFORCEMENT

OVERVIEW

Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner attorneys have extensive experience in helping clients both avoid and

defend against criminal enforcement of environmental laws.  We work closely with clients to

prevent or minimize formal charges by providing counsel and guidance during governmental

investigations.  In the event of prosecution, we have extensive experience in negotiating and

structuring dispositions of criminal matters and in the trial of complex criminal cases.  We also

provide counseling, internal company investigations and compliance audits to clients to prevent or

eliminate potentially unlawful conduct and to evaluate the strength of company internal policies

and procedures designed to detect and reduce such conduct.  We also provide advice on the

availability of voluntary disclosure and other corrective measures.
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EXPERIENCE

▪ Representing plant managers and environmental managers in a criminal investigation under

RCRA.  After an extensive investigation, the U.S. Attorney’s office agreed to end the matter

without indicting our clients.

▪ Defending a company against a two count felony indictment.  Case settled for misdemeanor

plea and no conviction of individual defendants after successfully defeating CWA count on a

motion to dismiss.

▪ Representing several companies under criminal investigation for potential RCRA violations

relating to the classification and management of wastes and compliance with other RCRA
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provisions.  We succeeded in avoiding any criminal prosecution of each company and in

obtaining a dismissal of USEPA's enforcement action against one of the companies.  We also

established with the Agency a determination process that led USEPA and the state to confirm

that one significant category of waste for one of the companies was nonhazardous.

▪ Representing a mine ore processing company in a criminal investigation for alleged improper

disposal.  Developed strategy which included allowing former employees who brought

allegations to suggest locations to dig on site.  When government investigation came up

empty, the matter was dropped and neither civil nor criminal enforcement was pursued.

▪ In connection with a USEPA/USDOJ criminal investigation, directing a comprehensive internal

compliance audit of over 20 chemical facilities nationwide and assisted in expedited

correction of all matters identified.

▪ Directing a comprehensive investigation of all environmental operations at a large aerospace

facility in connection with a USEPA criminal investigation.

▪ In the context of our representation of an alleged “person in charge” of a facility in connection

with a criminal prosecution under CERCLA 103 for failure to report a release, developing an

overall case strategy and preparing key letters and correspondence on behalf of the company

and all targeted individuals.

▪ Representing an entity subject to an extensive criminal investigation and grand jury proceeding

arising from alleged violations of Title VI of the Clean Air Act, resulting in the U.S. Attorney’s

ultimate decision to drop the matter without seeking an indictment.
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